
The secret to faster authentication with CA Single-Sign On 

(formerly CA SiteMinder)

Virtualize and Federate Identity 

to Reclaim Speed for Authentication

and Provide Better Authorization Policies







Agenda

• Authentication Performance:

– Why your identity infrastructure is slowing down CA SiteMinder authentication

– How a Federated Identity Service reclaims your speed for authentication

• Authorization Performance

– How an attribute server supports more flexible and fine grained authorization policies, 

through joins

• Directory Performance

– How HDAP, the cache for the RadiantOne Federated Identity Service supports vital 

CA SiteMinder functions

• Evolve without disrupting your existing identity environment—you will never 

have to modify underlying sources, or extend their schemas to accommodate 

CA Single Sign-On requirements, all of the heavy lifting is done seamlessly in 

the integration layer



The World of Access is Expanding: Identity is the New 

Perimeter 



Your WAM layer is facing increasing demands
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Authentication Performance



Attempting to authenticate users across all sources is 

expensive and time consuming for CA SiteMinder
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Inside the authentication look up process:
CA SiteMinder performs round robin authentication
More sources= More time

Total lookup time
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Most of the time spent authenticating a user is on 

finding the user



Real life Customer Example 

The Problem is the Authentication Overhead

Round robin result:

13 Million

Authentication

Calls

(daily)



The solution is to reduce the number of lookups for 

authentication with a Federated Identity Service

FID Lookup:

2.2  Million
Authentication

calls



RadiantOne is the identity hub that supports CA 

SiteMinder/CA SSO



RadiantOne is the perfect identity hub to support a 

migration from traditional SM to Federation

CA SiteMinder



Authorization Performance and Smarter Policies with Richer Profile



The Challenge for extending an existing user profile:

Implementing and delivering distributed attributes/joins

Growing Pains: Heterogeneity 
Hinders the Required Growth
Delivering and securing new applications to the 
portal escalates and compounds the 
requirement for integration. The amount of 
custom code rises quickly along with costs and 
time to deployment and maintenance, slowing 
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Join happens through one-off integration. This 
type of join is costly and brittle but the cost is 
sunk/hidden in the initial global deployment.
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• CA SiteMinder without Radiant in an environment with multiple heterogeneous sources 
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Authorization: Two sides to the join challenge

• Two sides to the challenge:

– How do I get those attributes together if they are in heterogeneous 

sources, like across SQL and LDAP?

– Even if you can join, performance will be slow

Global ID CustomerID Order# Group



Challenge 1: How do you join across disparate AND 

heterogeneous sources?

Join in LDAP? Join LDAP 
with SQL

Join SQL Oracle 
and SQL Server

Join SQL and 
Web Services

Global ID CustomerID Order# Order details Product name



Challenge 2: Join is expensive, especially when done 

dynamically across different data sources



The Solution: RadiantOne joins attributes and 

represents complete global profile for SiteMinder

• CA SiteMinder with Radiant in an environment with multiple heterogeneous sources 

of identity and attributes
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Flexibility in Defining Groups Based on Attributes

Based on Joining User Attributes



The secret to speed with directory virtualization is in caching:

HDAP & Directory Performance



• RadiantOne VDS is made of two main parts:

– An integration layer based on virtualization used for:
• Identity aggregation and correlation

• Group rationalization

• Modeling application-specific virtual views

– A storage layer 
• Highly Available Directory Access Protocol (HDAP)

– Based on big data technologies

– Fully LDAP compatible with a modern architecture

– Minimal maintenance fees relative to legacy LDAP directories

RadiantOne VDS: A System Made of Two Parts
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• Password policies and session management

rely on the ability to do lots of writes into a directory.

• Traditional directories are great at reads, but their performance drops rapidly 
when you introduce writes, leading to Denial-of-Service- like speeds for your 
end users.

• Now, some organizations are forced to either forego these important 
functionalities, or invest heavily in many directories and load balance across 
them, which can be very complicated.

• CA SiteMinder can use a session store– and in fact requires one for 
federation scenarios. This could be a database or directory.

Authentication Challenge Beyond Just Lookup:

authentication/password policies and the impact on login



HDAP for CA SiteMinder: One logical store with 2 separate 

branches to benefit from write parallelism

• By configuring one branch as being a storage specifically for session state (since HDAP is 10 

times faster than a typical LDAP) and one for identity information, the directory can still serve at 

high speed without degrading service.
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Automated Cache Refresh on the Virtual Views for 

Speed and Scalability

• Persistent Cache - Guaranteed Performance with Automatic Refresh



RadiantOne Federated Identity & Context Service

Architecture

• Acting as an abstraction layer between applications and the underlying identity silos, 

virtualization isolates applications from the complexity of back-ends.



The takeaway



• Challenges evolving CA SiteMinder. Two dimensions to the challenge:

1. Number of identity stores (data integration challenge)

2. CA SiteMinder configuration/maintenance

• Accommodating new user stores requires a lot of work

– CA SiteMinder directory mappings are a nice option, but only work if there is an 

attribute value in common (to link the authentication store to the authorization store) 

and aren’t efficient when many user stores are involved.

– Data sources have their own schema elements (object classes and  attributes)

– Group management varies across data sources

Federated Identity Service for Web Access 

Management (WAM)



• Faster Authentication
– Reduce total number of authentication operations required 

– Authenticate at speed of directory no matter the underlying source

• Grow WAM Deployments easily
– Adding new user populations quickly w/o requiring changes in the WAM product.

– Evolving your classic SM deployment to federation standards

• Simplify the management of users, groups and policies
– Reduction in the number of WAM policies to maintain (support for audit and compliance)

– Reduction in static group management

– Leverage cross identity source dynamic groups

• Addressing custom data requirements
– Customizations can be done at the RadiantOne layer, not in the WAM product, letting it focus on 

enforcing policies, access and SSO.

• Maximize your ROI
– Re-use the Federated Identity Service layer for other initiatives

Value of a Federated Identity Service with WAM


